
Name: Score:

Daily Work

Today is:

How much? Write the number that is one
hundred more than 1,219.

,313.
What is the time?

It is morning.

Show 11:07

5'

Round to nearest hundred.

2,163 2.7.QQ

Please order these numbers from least to greatest:

4,154 4,0% 4,315 4,102 4 ,212

H . I R M 4,7.12 4,315
Please mark all numbers that are odd:

O 3,546 O 6,1 I S • 2,213 6,S2 4,335

Please circle the nouns in this sentence.

Underneath the enormous oak/rreejhere sat a frightened\abbit)
V. J V^ S-i

Please edit and rewrite the sentence correctly on the lines.

mrs elizabeth m terry settled into her seat for hei\fligt)tojas_yegas nevada ̂
- * • * ' = • *• j —
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Name: Score:

Daily Work

Today is:

How much?

What is the time?

is morning.

am

Please solve:

N + 714 = 1,062 N

What is the missing number?

344, 335, 3Zk . 3 1 7

Anita is driving to her friend's house. She lives
1,023 miles away. She would like to reach her
friend's house in three days. How many miles
must she average to arrive by the end of the
third day?

Anita needs to average 5H1 miles a day.

5m
-q

-03
O

Please add adjectives to make this sentence more interesting.

Julie watched the squirrel as it grabbed the nut.

Please circle the correct word choices:

• ( A (An)) incredible sound came from below the porch!

. Hank felt ((a) an ) strange sensation brush against his leg.

• Suddenly (/a) an ) giant raccoon bolted away from his yard.
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Name: Score:

Daily Work

Today is:

How much? ft
\

How many eggs in 6 dozen? Please solve:

1,530 - N =

1,530

N = £71

How many dimes in nine dollars? Use > , < or =:

3,017 (<) 3,090

Mrs. Herman bought a new computer for her son. The cost
of the computer was $1,219.43. She had $3,040.28 in the
bank. How much will she have left after her purchase?
Please show all work!

$3,040/28

Answer: Iff 20-85

Please solve:

4 , 2 1 0 - 7 8 4 = S x 5 x 2 x 4 > 320
235

6

Please circle the compound words in this sentence.

JBeforey^nn's mom gets a(headache^nn needs to stop playing her tuba!

Please write an antonym for each underlined word.

Soon, Benjamin will arrive at his destination.
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Name: Score:

Daily Work

Today is:

Please finish:

172,162,152, I4Z , 15"2- , |T2_ , U^

What is one more than 4,1 49?

)

What time is it?

It is night.

How much? 13 quarters, 9 dimes, 18 pennies?

What number comes before?

3,300

What number comes after?

/VDOQ

Write the thousand number
on the line:

642,1 SO 2

Use the calendar to answer the questions:

June
SUN

5

12

is
26

MON

6

13

20

27

TUE

7

14

21

2S

WED

1

s
15

22

21

THU

2

q

16

23

30

FRI

3

10

17

24

SAT

4

I I

IS

25

What is the date of the 2nd Thursday?

What day of the week is June 20th?

It is June 8th, what will the date be in 8 days?

How many Fridays are in June?

(Tune

M

Please circle the correct word choice in this sentence.

Randy can run (fast (faster) fastest) than his brother.

Please edit and rewrite the sentence correctly oa/fee lines.

did you fly or ^riv^to boston massachusetts asl̂ mr oarks
~ v. ' « /v= Ap. ? C%

X
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Name: Score:

Daily Work

Today is:

Using the highest valued bills and coins, draw to show $26.57.

It is February. 3 months ago was: Please solve:

4.S42 - N = 3.R55

a

N

Write two hundred thirty-seven thousand
in digits.

Use > , < or = to make the sentence true:

34 1 2 x 5 x 2 + I 4 - S + 1 5 - 7

45,^35
+ 28,556

60,100
4S,756

11 ,

5)685
64

x 37

35

Please change fhe underlined words fo pronouns.

Samantha and Jack gave Nancy and Bill free tickets to a soccer game.

Please circle the adjectives in the sentence.

1 f̂owlin§)dog caused th^frightenep) boy to climb over tlije pickefjence.
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